predictions require a long failure history, which may not exist for
the entity at hand; in fact, a long failure history is something one
What is it that makes software fail? In an empirical study of the
would like to avoid altogether.
post-release defect history of five Microsoft software systems, we
found that failure-prone software entities are statistically
A second source of failure prediction is the program code itself:
correlated with code complexity measures. However, there is no
In particular, complexity metrics have been shown to correlate
single set of complexity metrics that could act as a universally
with defect density in a number of case studies. However,
best defect predictor. Using principal component analysis on the
indiscriminate use of metrics is unwise: How do we know the
code metrics, we built regression models that accurately predict
chosen metrics are appropriate for the project at hand?
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1.

Bug
Database

As software quality assurance can account for more than half of the
development time [3], it is important to focus this effort on those
parts of the project which matter most—that is, those components
with the highest number of defects, the highest risk of failure, or
the highest potential damage. Allocating quality assurance efforts
thus, is among the most important decisions of a quality assurance
manager—a bad allocation can easily result in lack of quality, in
wastage of resources, or both.
To guide such decisions, predictions on the number of defects
can be very helpful. Numerous studies have linked defects or defect
density to code features—in particular, software complexity metrics [1, 19]. However, almost all studies predict pre-release defect
density—that is, the number of defects before shipping the software
to the customer. What managers need in addition, though, is a prediction of post-release defects—that is, the number of defects that
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guard against.
Using code features to predict post-release defects is hard, since
only a fraction of the factors influencing the final product are taken
into account. What one can do, though, is to learn from history,
e.g. which code features correlated with post-release defects in the
past—and to assign most weight to those features that have the
highest predictive power. This is the approach of Nagappan et
al. [14] (referred to as MSR study, for Microsoft Research), showing
high prediction accuracy for five Microsoft projects. The approach
maps past defects to fixes, computes the past defect counts for entities, and then correlates defects with software complexity metrics
to build a predictor for new entities (Figure 1).
Unfortunately, learning from the past is appealing only if the past
is representative of the future. In the MSR study, this meant that the
model learned for Internet Explorer (IE) would be applicable for
new IE components, but not for, say, new components for IIS, Microsoft’s Web Server; to make predictions for IIS components, one
would have to learn from the IIS defect history. If a project spans a
wide range of functionality (say, from Web browsing to Web serving), this raises the question how to successfully learn from history:
Can we learn from the project as a whole, or do we need to decompose the project into smaller components—and, if so, what would
be an appropriate level of granularity for this decomposition?

For these purposes, we have replicated the MSR study in an environment in which we expected to encounter a large variability
within projects—precisely, two projects within SAP. The project
domain, the development processes, the programming languages
used are very different from the ones at Microsoft, and we were
eager to see how learning from history would fare here.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:

Table 1: Summary of the two SAP products investigated.

Developers
# Statements
# Added statements

1. We investigate whether the approach presented in the MSR
study is applicable to alternate industrial settings—in particular, projects that integrate a wide range of functionality.

History available since
History used

2. We explore prediction models at two granularity levels, namely
packages and products.

Prediction method

3. We present prediction by package clusters, an improvement
over the methods used in the original study that increases the
usefulness of the approach.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. After discussing related work (Section 2), we discuss the data collection
(Section 3), followed by the experimental setup (Section 4). Section 5 presents the results obtained, followed by the threats to validity in Section 6 and a discussion in Section 7. Section 8 closes
with conclusion and consequences.

2.

BACKGROUND

Predicting defects in software components has been addressed by
a number of research studies in the past. Most of these studies
used historical data, complexity metrics, or a combination of both
to achieve their goals.

2.1

Historical Data

An emerging trend in defect prediction is to combine version repositories with bug databases [13, 15]. The concept of merging bug
databases and version repositories has triggered a lot of work in
the area, such as tracking source code entities responsible for defects in the past [5, 17, 20]. Schröter et al. [16] leveraged project’s
history for defect prediction and demonstrated that using design
data such as import relationships can reliably predict post-release
defects. Also, Hassan et al. [8] and Kim et al. [12], both used dynamic caching algorithms, with the support of historical data, to
predict 10% of the most defect prone source code entities with an
accuracy of up to 95%. In contrast to them, most past work was
carried out using static approaches.

2.2

Code Metrics

A larger proportion of research studies have used software metrics for defect prediction purposes. Previously, such metrics have
shown to correlate with defects or defect density [1, 2, 4, 16, 19].
Basili et al. [1] were among the first to validate that object-oriented
metrics are useful to predict defect density. Subramanyam and Krishnan [19] presented a survey on eight more empirical studies,
all showing that object-oriented metrics significantly correlate with
defects. Fenton et al. [4] showed that even code metrics developed
for imperative, non-object-oriented code are capable to assess effort and quality of a software system.
Ostrand et al. [15] used a set of 28 metrics and a negative binomial regression model to predict the most defect prone entities (top
20%) with an accuracy of up to 93%. Khoshgoftaar et al. [10, 11]
used a quantitative software quality model to predict the defect rank
order of software modules for most defect prone entities (top 20%)
with an accuracy of up to 95%.
But only very few research studies tried to predict post-release
defects, i.e., defects occurring after software release. The MSR
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∼2M

> 500
∼ 2.5 M
∼ 0.5 M

2002
2002–2006
(for all versions)

2002
2004–2005
(only for version N)

self prediction

forward prediction

study was amongst the first to predict post-release defects for industrial software projects. Using principal component analysis and
linear regression, their results showed an overall rank correlation of
up to 0.90 between predicted and observed defects. Besides their
good correlation results, the MSR study also showed that no single prediction model is suitable to predict defects across several
projects. Also, no metric(s) was observed to be universally applicable across different projects for defect prediction.
Nevertheless, building prediction models based on source code
metrics is promising, even if the resulting models have only local
importance. In this paper, we follow the main steps (see Figure 1)
used in the MSR study, making only minor adjustments to adapt
the approach to the SAP development environment and the ABAP
programming language.

3.

DATA COLLECTION

3.1

Researched Products

Our study is based on two major SAP products with sizes over two
million lines of code and more than 500 developers each (see Table 1). To maintain confidentiality, we refer to these products as
Product A and Product B. Originally, Product B contained approximately ten million lines of code, but to make its investigation manageable, we considered only those packages with high development
activity in recent years (see # Added statements in Table 1). The included packages total to approximately 2.5 million lines of code.
Both Product A and Product B are considerably larger than those
products examined in the MSR study. At 306,000 lines of code,
the largest Microsoft product is approximately eight times smaller
than Product B and about eighteen times smaller than Product A.
By choosing larger projects, we extend the scope of this replication
to verify the scalability of the underlying MSR approach.

3.2

Characteristics of ABAP Code

The goal of this work was to predict post-release defect probabilities for ABAP products at SAP. The ABAP programming language
not only allows programmers to use object-oriented elements like
classes and interfaces, but also provides a variety of functional elements (e.g., function groups—a collection of functions and classes
that share the same scope). Also, there is no separation between
object-oriented and non-object-oriented coding in ABAP products.
This mixture between object-oriented and non-object-oriented
entities influenced many aspects of this study. Since both source
code entity sets require different code metrics, we considered it
necessary to study them separately. Thus, we classified source code
entities as object-oriented or non-object-oriented, resulting in two
separate, non-intersecting sets: CLASS and NON-CLASS, respectively. We dealt with function groups by separating object-oriented
entities and adding them to CLASS. The remaining entities were

package level

class / function group level

metrics and defect data
aggregated from below
object-oriented metrics
computed on this level

(defects predicted on this level)

include level

metrics aggregated
from below
defect data collected on
this level

method level
Non-object-oriented
metrics computed
on this level

Figure 2: Simplified representation of ABAP code entity levels.
added to NON-CLASS. While traditional code metrics can be computed on both entity sets, object-oriented metrics can be computed
for CLASS only. For NON-CLASS entities, these metrics were set
to zero.
Figure 2 shows the four most important granularity levels for
ABAP. The bottom method level contains methods and functions on
which non-object-oriented metrics were computed. The level above
contains include entities containing multiple functions and methods. Classes and function groups are contained in the class / function group level. In contrast to Java, classes and function groups
can be spread across multiple includes (and most of the times are).
Metrics and defect data of lower levels are aggregated to this level.
In addition, object-oriented metrics are computed on this level. The
class / function group level is the lowest level containing all required data for defect prediction. Hence, we used it to conducted
our defect prediction experiments. The top most package level can
be compared to the package level for Java programs.

3.3

Defect Data

To base our prediction models on historical defect data, it was necessary to identify the source code entities that contained defects in
the past. SAP’s defect database (CSS system) includes, for every
fixed defect, a patch to fix it. Previously, Gurovic et al. [6] used
these patches to count post-release defects for each entity at the include level, and later aggregated to the class/function group level.
The latter is the level at which we conducted our experiments.
To summarize, the defects taken into account by this study have
the following properties:
1. The bug was filed in the CSS system.
2. The bug’s resolution is FIXED.
3. The entities affected by the fix can be queried from the CSS
system.

3.4

Metrics Data

Not all metrics used in the MSR study could be applied to ours
due to two reasons. First, not all metrics were applicable to ABAP

code because the projects in the MSR study were conducted using
C++ and C#. Second, the current metrics computation framework
at SAP, developed by Karg [9], posed several technical limitations.
We extended this framework to compute a mixture of 28 traditional
and object-oriented metrics on ABAP code (see Table 2 for a detailed list). Furthermore, we enriched our data set by adding suitable metrics like Halstead metrics [7] and database related metrics
such as DB Read and DB Write.
For each metric we present the name and computation level in
the first and second columns of Table 2, respectively. The computation level indicates the level of granularity on which the metric was
computed. The third column gives a short description for each metric. The fourth column states the aggregation function. Since nonobject-oriented code metrics are computed on method and function
levels, these values must be aggregated to class and function group
level to be combined with object-oriented metrics. The aggregation was performed using the aggregation functions: sum (Total),
maximum (Max), and average (Avg). We have only reported the
first two for brevity. The remaining three columns contain the aggregation functions and correlation values of the metrics with postrelease defects. The first of the three columns reports correlations
for all entity types and the last two columns report correlation values for CLASS and NON-CLASS, respectively. Correlation values
for those metrics not computable for NON-CLASS entities are set
to zero. The discussion on Table 2 is deferred to Section 5.1.

4.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section, we present a detailed overview of the experimental
setup of this study. It is mainly adapted from the MSR study but
contains some necessary modifications and extensions.

4.1

Prediction Models

We use linear regression to predict the number of defects for each
entity. The 28 code metrics listed in Table 2 formed the inputs to the
model; the predicted defect counts formed the output. Some metrics inter-correlated, which is a violation of one of the assumptions
of regression models. For example, the number of basic blocks in a
control flow graph is not independent of the number of arcs in the
same control flow graph. To overcome this, we conducted a principal component analysis (PCA) on the data and used the top-50
of the 80 principal components for Product A and the top-60 for
product B (Figure 3(a)). The difference in number of components
is due to the fact that we wanted to have equally high percentages
of cumulative variance for both products.
A common argument against defect count prediction models is
the lack of independence between defect count and code size. Nearly
every metric correlates with number of statements. Hence, to show
that our prediction models provide value, we compare the results
to a size benchmark model that uses only number of statements as
input to predict number of defects (Figure 3(b)).

4.2

Procedure

We chose two procedures to train and test our linear regression and
size benchmark models:
Self prediction. Training and testing sets are generated randomly
using the same product version. Two-third of entities are
used as training set while the remaining one-third entities
comprise the testing set.
Forward prediction. Training and testing sets are generated using successive product versions. Entities from version V are
used as training set to predict those entities present in version
V + 1.

Benchmark Prediction Model

Linear Regression Model

PCA

Metric Values

Linear
Regression

Sort

Size

Predictor

(a) Linear Regression Model.

Benchmark
Predictor

(b) Size Benchmark Model.

Figure 3: Prediction models used in the study.
Of the two, the forward prediction setup is a closer simulation of
reality. It delivers a better assessment of our approach, but requires data from two successive product versions. Unfortunately,
for Product A data for only one version was accessible at SAP,
which is why for Product A we could run only experiments based
on the self prediction setup. For Product B, we had data from more
than one version. Hence, we conducted experiments on it using the
forward prediction setup.

4.3

Evaluation

Both the linear regression and size benchmark prediction models predict defect counts for arbitrary source code entities. But it
is more realistic to rank source code entities by predicted defect
counts to instead identify most defect prone entities. This way, we
know which entities to test most.
To evaluate the results, we sorted the entities by number of predicted and observed defect counts and computed the intersection
between the top-20% entities. This amounts to the recall of the
prediction models. Recall is the ratio of the entities in the intersection to the total number of top-20% entities observed as defect
prone. A value of one is desirable and indicates that the prediction model identified all top-20% entities observed as defect-prone,
while a value of zero indicates none of the top-20% entities were
predicted.
For those prediction models predicting post-release defects for
the whole products (see Section 5.2), we sorted source code entities by observed and predicted number of defects. The order of
entities defined a rank value for each entity. Using Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient [18], we then compared the observed
and predicted ranks. The correlation describes how well observed
and predicted ranks corresponded, the value lying between 1 and
-1. A rank correlation coefficient equal to one would suggest that
the rank sequences of observed and predicted number of defects
completely coincide, while a coefficient equal -1 indicates that both
rank sequences are completely opposite.

5.

RESULTS

The results are organized into four sections. We start with a discussion on correlations between the computed metrics and post-release
defects. We then proceed to prediction models predicting defects at
three levels of granularity—(a) product, (b) package, and (c) package clusters.

5.1

Metrics Correlation

Table 2 presents the correlations between CLASS and NON-CLASS
entities and post-release defects. For most metrics, the correlation
values for both types of entities were comparable, except for a select few for which they differed considerably, e.g., FanIn, FanOut,
Weighted Methods.
Another observation that can be made from Table 2 is that nonobject-oriented metrics have a higher distribution of correlation values than object-oriented metrics. While only two object-oriented

metrics have a correlation values greater than 0.50 (Weighted Methods, Response for class), six non-object-oriented metrics exceed
a correlation value of 0.50 (Arcs, Blocks, Comments, Complexity,
FanOut and Halstead). Although this indicates that non-objectoriented metrics are better predictors of post-release defects, we
suspect that the higher correlation values are an artifact of more entities being available to compute non-object-oriented metrics. Also,
it is likely that the metrics do not bear a linear relationship with
post-release defects.

5.2

Prediction Models for Products

We began with building prediction models at the product level and
created three different prediction models: (1) for all ABAP entity
types, (2) for CLASS, and (3) for NON-CLASS only.
Results from prediction at this level are presented in Table 3. It
contains the R2 values for each of the three prediction models, as
well as rank correlations between observed and predicted defect
ranks for the top 5%, top 10%, and top 20% most defect prone
entities, respectively. Additionally, the table lists the recall values
for each prediction model.
While the R2 values indicate poor prediction models, rank correlation and recall values show that the predictive accuracy of the
prediction models are at par with comparable studies. Ostrand et
al. [15] used negative binomial linear regression to predict the most
defect prone entities (top 20%) on file level with a prediction recall of 71–93%. Hassan et al. [8] achieved a prediction recall of
45–82% and Kim et al. [12] of 73%–95% when using a caching approach and the top 10% as set of most defect prone entities. Khoshgoftaar et al. [10, 11] presented similar results when predicting the
rank-order of modules using a quantitative software quality model.
Comparing these results with recall values of 65–70% for Product A and 55–60% for Product B in this study, we are missing
about 10% of prediction accuracy to get par. However, comparing the ranks between observed and predicted number of defects
for all entities of each product (0.37–0.70) with those rank correlation coefficients presented by the MSR study (0.445–0.906), we see
that our prediction models perform competitively, especially when
considering that correlations above 0.70 were witnessed for only
two of five Microsoft products. Comparing our linear regression
models with the size benchmark model (Section 4.1), we gained
an improvement of approximately 5%. Such an improvement may
insignificant at first glance. In absolute terms, though, we can correctly predict approximately 500 additional defect locations.
The recall values for Product A are comparable at top 5%, top 10%,
and top 20% for both CLASS and NON-CLASS entities. However,
this is not the case for Product B. The prediction models had higher
recall values for CLASS entities than for NON-CLASS. This could
be explained by the fact that we only included entities for Product B
that showed recent development activity. Since most recent development activity is based on object-oriented code, more defects are
found in them. On the other hand, NON-CLASS entities are older
and more stable, manifesting lesser defects.

Table 2: Metrics correlations for ABAP source code with defect count. Complexity metrics for classes are not aggregated since the
prediction models predict defect probabilities for this level of granularity.
Correlation with post-release defects
Metric
Computation Level Description
all entity types CLASS NON-CLASS
Arcs

method

#arcs in
control flow graph

Max
Total

0.548
0.579

0.589
0.619

0.577
0.614

Blocks

method

#basic blocks in
control flow graph

Max
Total

0.503
0.540

0.507
0.549

0.517
0.600

Comments

method

#comments in function

Max
Total

0.516
0.559

0.547
0.576

0.573
0.658

Complexity

method

McCabe’s cyclomatic
complexity

Max
Total

0.510
0.541

0.501
0.543

0.560
0.604

DB-Read

method

#statements reading
from database tables

Max
Total

0.275
0.283

0.246
0.250

0.210
0.220

DB-Write

method

#statements writing
to database tables

Max
Total

0.121
0.123

0.100
0.100

0.034
0.041

FanIn

method

#functions calling
function

Max
Total

0.287
0.287

0.093
0.093

0.444
0.463

FanOut

method

#functions called
by function

Max
Total

0.148
0.158

0.527
0.560

0.160
0.160

Halstead’s Difficulty

method

based on #operators and
#operands, see [7]

Max
Total

0.518
0.550

0.578
0.607

0.560
0.569

Parameters

method

#parameters in function

Max
Total

0.246
0.332

0.263
0.460

0.305
0.431

Afferent Coupling

class

#classes in foreign
packages used by class

0.091

0.158

n/a

Class In-Coupling

class

#classes using class

0.084

0.180

n/a

Class Out-Coupling

class

#classes used by class

0.086

0.344

n/a

Class Usage Indicator

class

#static methods / #methods

0.096

0.206

n/a

Efferent Coupling

class

#classes in foreign
packages using class

0.157

0.300

n/a

Impl. Interfaces

class

#implemented
interfaces by class

-0.032

0.012

n/a

Inheritance Depth

class

#superclasses of class

-0.038

-0.006

n/a

Interface Methods

class

#interface methods
implemented by class

-0.018

0.059

n/a

Maintainability Index

class

derived from Halstead metrics

0.096

0.146

0.237

Overwritten Methods

class

#direct overwritten
methods by class

0.038

-0.008

n/a

Response for Class

class

#methods or functions
called by class

0.494

0.575

0.570

Subclasses

class

#child classes of class

0.033

0.065

n/a

Weighted Methods

class

sum of method
complexities in class

0.555

0.622

0.600

Table 3: Product Prediction Results: Regression, Rank Correlation and Recall
Product A
Product B

5.3

all

CLASS

NON-CLASS

all

CLASS

NON-CLASS

Regression Results
# principal components
% cumulative variance
p-value
R2
Adjusted R2

50
99.98
< .01
0.543
0.540

50
99.98
< .01
0.565
0.558

50
99.99
< .01
0.651
0.641

60
99.98
< .01
0.360
0.351

60
99.98
< .01
0.628
0.611

60
99.99
< .01
0.216
0.201

Rank Correlations
overall
Top 5%
Top 10%
Top 20%

0.60
0.46
0.64
0.64

0.61
0.50
0.61
0.61

0.70
0.49
0.56
0.60

0.50
0.33
0.35
0.47

0.59
0.42
0.59
0.60

0.37
0.36
0.48
0.58

Recall
top 5%
top 10%
top 20%

63%
63%
68%

58%
60%
66%

60%
59%
73%

43%
52%
55%

54%
57%
62%

33%
40%
41%
0.99
0.66

Prediction Models for Packages

The last section showed that the predictions for post-release defects
for the products had moderate predictive power. To explain these
results, we examined the data more closely at the product and the
package level. At the package level, we observed that for packages belonging to a product, the metrics correlated differently to
one another with post-release defects. Thus, prediction models at
the product level have conflicting data that distorts the training of
the model. Also, we again examined the projects considered in the
MSR study and noted that these projects have focus on one single
domain (InternetExplorer → web browsing, NetMeeting → network communication, DirectX → computer graphics). In contrast,
each SAP product offers a much wider range of services leading to
many packages with markedly different domains grouped together
to perform as a single product.
Hence, we chose to instead build prediction models for each
package to investigate if accuracy improves considering that the
package contents are more uniform. But this is possible only if
the packages have a certain minimum size and a sufficient number
of post-release defect reports to allow building reliable prediction
models. For this, we selected the ten largest packages of Product A
that (a) had over 10,000 statements, (b) contained over 100 function groups and classes, and (c) had the highest defect densities.
For Product B, we similarly selected the packages except for using
including packages with more than 60 function groups and classes
instead of 100. This was necessary because we investigated only a
small part of Product B.
The recall values for these package prediction models are presented as percentages and visualized using bars, as illustrated in
Figure 4. Black values represent recall values of the linear regression model. Gray bars present the results from the size benchmark
model (Table 3(b)). Longer bars indicate higher recall values, i.e.,
higher prediction accuracy. The corresponding percentages are reported on the right side of the bars.
Table 4 presents the recall values for each package when predicting the top 20% most defect prone entities. For each product, we
present results from the top 10 packages with the largest number
of statements (listed in column three of Table 4). The packages are
made anonymous as a–j, prefixed by the containing product and a
separating dot (.) in the first column. The packages in the table are

graphical comparison
of recall values

exact prediction
recall values

Figure 4: Recall value representation
sorted by decreasing order of defect density, but due to confidentiality reasons, we do not report their values in the table. This allows
us to evaluate if there exists any relationship between the performance of the prediction models and the packages’ defect densities.
The prediction accuracy itself is reported in the last column of the
figure, as illustrated in Figure 4. We defer the explanation of the
cluster column to Section 5.4.
Sixteen of the twenty packages performed better than the size
benchmark model, having an average prediction improvement of
approximately 20%. Comparing results from prediction models on
products and constituent packages, we gained 24% of accuracy for
Product A and 26% of Product B using packages. In cases where
prediction models showed no improvement over the benchmark,
they performed at least as well, except in the case of A.f. The average recall of the prediction models is approximately 71% for all
packages investigated (i.e., including packages not listed in the table). The average recall for Product A was 62%, marginally below
the overall product recall. But the recall for some of Product A’s
packages increased up to 75% and even higher for Product B. For
the latter, some prediction models predicted up to 92% of the top
20% most defective entities.

5.4

Prediction Models for Package Clusters

In the last section, we observed that building prediction models at
the package level, rather than product level, increases prediction
accuracy. However, a result of this is numerous prediction models
for each product. For example, Product A comprises 450 packages
and we built a prediction model for each. Although this can be
reliably automated, it comes at immense computational expense
and is more difficult to manage and analyse.
To reduce the number of prediction models per product, we built
package clusters based on correlations between the metrics and

Table 4: Prediction Results at Package Level (Fix alignment)
Package Cluster
NOS
Prediction Reliabilities
for top 20%

Table 5: Prediction Results using Package Clusters
Cluster # packages
NOS
Recalls
Clusters for Product A

Product A — top 10
A.all
A.a

δ

30,000

A.b

δ

70,000

A.c

α

100,000

A.d

α

370,000

A.e

α

80,000

A.f

α

50,000

A.g

α

100,000

A.h

γ

150,000

A.i

α

150,000

A.j

β

230,000

0.68
0.60
0.50
0.63
0.44
0.60
0.60
0.72
0.60
0.50
0.50
0.30
0.50
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.62
0.57
0.48
0.75
0.37

α

6

850,000

β

2

230,000

γ

1

150,000

δ

1

100,000

0.59
0.57
0.63
0.62
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75

Clusters for Product B


4

497,000

ζ

1

270,000

θ

2

68,000

η

1

40,000

κ

1

17,000

λ

1

16,000

0.92
0.86
0.56
0.56
0.65
0.88
0.87
0.87
0.84
0.84
0.67
0.67

Product B — top 10
B.all
B.a



380,000

B.b

η

40,000

B.c



20,000

B.d

θ

38,000

B.e

κ

17,000

B.f



23,000

B.g

θ

30,000

B.h



74,000

B.i

ζ

270,000

B.j

λ

16,000

0.55
0.92
0.66
0.87
0.44
0.92
0.50
0.90
0.62
0.84
0.31
0.86
0.66
0.86
0.40
0.72
0.50
0.56
0.20
0.67
0.38

post-release defects. As mentioned above, at least in part, the overall product prediction models did not work because of different
metric correlations between packages. We leveraged this information to group packages into clusters using the following steps:
(1) Compute metric correlations at the package level.
(2) Sort the packages by correlations and pick the top seven packages with the highest correlation.
(3) Add these packages into set P.
(4) Starting with the first package in P, we group all packages
having a top metrics intersection size of three or more into
one cluster C. If no such package exists, C contains only the
first package P.
(5) Remove those packages from P that were added to C in
step 4.
(6) Repeat steps 4 and 5 until P is empty.
The computation of package clusters can be automated. Varying
thresholds for the number of metrics in the top list (in our case
seven) and the required intersection size (in our case three) may

result in different package clusters. But in any case, one package
can only belong to one cluster at a time. Within a cluster C, the
following holds:
∀A, ∀B ∈ C : |set(A) ∩ set(B)| ≥ 3
where A and B are packages and set(X) is the set of names of the
seven most significant correlation metrics in package X.
We report the results from the prediction models on package
clusters in Table 5. The first column in the table reports the clusters represented using symbols. In total, using the above rules, we
generated ten different clusters using the packages listed in Table 4—the cluster column in the table states the cluster in which
the package belongs. Back in Table 5, the second column presents
the number of packages present in the cluster. The third column
presents the sum of the number of statements (NOS) in the constituent packages, while the last column presents the results. Here
again, we present prediction accuracy using the visualisation illustrated in Figure 4—except that in this table, the black bar represents
the prediction accuracy of the model on clusters, while the gray bar
indicates the average prediction accuracy of all constituent packages from Table 4. For example, cluster α contains packages A.c,
A.d, A.e, A.f, A.g, A.i. The reported value for the cluster in Table 5
is the average accuracy for all six packages computed from Table 4.
Contrary to our expectation that prediction models on the package clusters will be inferior, we observed in fact they performed
as well as the average prediction accuracy for packages, for a few
cases even better (except for cluster θ). Thus, using clusters, we
reduced the number of prediction models by 40–60%, or in other
words: we cut the number of required prediction models to half
without loosing prediction accuracy. Further improvement may be
possible if we choose appropriate comparison thresholds in steps
(2) and (4) mentioned above.

6.

THREATS TO VALIDITY

As any empirical study, this study has limitations that must be considered when interpreting its results.

Threats to external validity.
These threats concern our ability to generalize from this work to

other industrial practice. In this study, two SAP products have been
examined. It is possible that the examined products or parts of it
may not be a representative for other products of SAP and other
companies. It may also be the case that the presented prediction
models only work for products similar to the two products under
investigation. Different domains, product standards, and software
processes all may influence defects—and come up with different
results. Due to these threats, we consider our experiments as a
proof of concept, but advise users to run an evaluation as described
in this work before putting the technique to use.

Threats to internal validity.
These threats concern our ability to draw conclusions about the
connections between independent and dependent variables. We
identified four specific threats:

7.

In the beginning, we replicated the MSR approach as such, but the
results were not convincing. We improved on the predictive performance by switching to package prediction models which resulted
fairly good prediction reliability of up to 92% of the most defective
entities. This step forced us to compute a large number of prediction models per product. To compensate this shortcoming, we introduced prediction models based on package clusters. Each cluster
contains packages with similar metric correlations, only. Not only
did this reduce the number of prediction models by 40-60%, but
also obtained the average predictive power observed for package
prediction models in nearly every case.
One may wonder why product prediction models did not show
the expected predictive power in contrast to package prediction
models. We identify two possible reasons:
• First, it turned out that different packages of the investigated
SAP products have different sets of code metrics that correlate with post-release defects. This may be explained by the
fact that large software products contain multiple application
layers serving different application duties. In contrast, the
products investigated by the MSR study were considerably
smaller in number of statements and were strongly focused
on a single domain (e.g. Browsing ↔ Internet Explorer, Rendering ↔ DirectX).

• The defect data is incomplete. Collecting the post-release
defect data, we used an approach developed by the Quality
Governance & Production Group of SAP. We made no tests
to verify the correctness of this data. We do know that there
are post-release corrections to source code that are not covered by this approach. However, we believe that the error
rate does not influence the predictive power of the described
model. This assumption may be wrong and it may be the
case that using another information pool, the prediction results may vary from those presented in this paper.
• The metrics framework may have limitations. As mentioned
before, this paper is based on a metrics computation framework by Karg [9]. There are some unresolved issues concerning this framework that—from our point of view—do
not have a great influence to the above presented results. The
biggest issue recognized so far is the fact that the framework
ignores all macro entities. Since the fraction of entities representing macros is very small, we expect to ignore this fraction not to have any impact. Nevertheless, it may be the case
that our expectation is wrong or that there might be undetected issues concerning this framework.
• Source code Entities change their names. Source code entities are identified by their TADIR entry name. TADIR is
the name of the database table containing information about
all source code entities. The TADIR name of each entity is
unique and can be used as identification key. When changing
this name or other TADIR attributes of the entity, the history
of this entity cannot be mapped to the entity anymore. In this
case, the validation of the predicted post-release defects fails
even if the real value has been predicted.
• The implementation may have errors. A final source of threats
is that our implementation could contain errors that affect the
outcome. To control for these threats, we ensured that the
prediction tools had no access to the data to be predicted or
any derivative thereof. We also did careful cross-checks of
the data and the results to eliminate errors in the best possible way.

Threats to construct validity.
These threats concern the appropriateness of our measures for capturing our dependent variables, i.e., the number of defects of a component. This was justified at length when discussing the statistical
approach.

DISCUSSION AND LESSONS LEARNED

• A second argument may be based on the product level itself.
At SAP, the depth of granulates is deep and the distance between product level and actual source might be too long to
preserve the measured source code properties. The four levels shown in Figure 2 are exceeded by at least four levels to
the top and by more intermediate levels in between.
All in all, we thus confirm our initial assumption that learning
from the past is appealing only if the past is representative of the
future. The more specific the domain we can learn from, the better the predictor. While learning from entire products may be too
general for SAP, learning from individual packages provides good
predictors that are applicable to existing components as well as to
future components within that package.

8.

CONCLUSION AND CONSEQUENCES

When calibrated with defect history, software complexity metrics
can accurately predict the number of post-release defects. For projects
with a wide range of functionality, as explored in our study, it is advisable to separate the project into subsystems such as packages,
and to learn and predict defects for each subsystem separately. Obviously, the finer the granularity, the more specific the prediction
will be, and the higher the predictive power. By using a fully automated approach, as in the present paper, one can evaluate with
different levels of granularity and choose the best balance between
generality and accuracy.
Using software metrics to predict defects is straight-forward, as
they are easy to acquire, and easy to apply. However, when it comes
to defect prediction, metrics are merely symptoms of hidden factors
that make software more or less reliable. Just as one can detect
and cure diseases by symptoms alone, we can make appropriate
predictions.
It is our duty, though, to further investigate these hidden factors—
how to characterize them, how to measure them, and how to leverage them for recommendations as early as possible. Two important
starting points we would like to investigate is architectural metrics
(in particular when considering large-scale products like SAP) as

well as the age of source code entities, which has been shown to
have an enormous effect on reliability prediction [12, 15]. We look
forward to incorporate such factors and to make automated predictors even more attractive.
In the long term, we shall need much more data from the software development process. We will thus concentrate on collecting
such data from modern programming environments [21] and further relating it to effort and quality. We do not believe that such
automated recommendations will ever surpass human expertise—
even if we could collect all process data ever available. However, recommendations can certainly complement expertise—and
can provide the necessary findings to avoid bad decisions.

9.
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